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FOREWORD 

Adult learning has a positive impact on individuals and communities, 
as well as on the nation, offering Canadians the opportunity, capacity, 
and motivation to learn new skills appropriate for new circumstances, 
and to redress learning gaps that exist within sectors of the population, 
as a result of social and economic inequity and other barriers to 
learning.  Canada’s population is increasingly diverse with diverse 
learning needs.  All of these factors have combined to create an 
explosion of demand for adult learning opportunities. 

Adult Learning Knowledge Centre  
2006-07 Business Plan 

The Adult Learning Knowledge Centre (ALKC) was launched in September 
2005 and is based at the College of Extended Learning, University of New 
Brunswick.  Its purpose is to serve as a national centre of expertise and action 
in the arena of adult learning, facilitating an exchange of ideas, best practices, 
and common challenges.  ALKC works with the four other knowledge centres 
located across Canada: Aboriginal Learning, Early Childhood Learning, Health 
and Learning and Work and Learning. Together, they assist the Canadian 
Council on Learning (CCL) in developing a pan-Canadian roadmap of 
educational models and practices, designed to result in improved learning 
outcomes for all Canadians. 

ALKC relies on a consortium of researchers and practitioners as was evident at 
its first national symposium held in Fredericton, New Brunswick in June of 
2006.  Sincere appreciation goes to the many individuals and organizations who 
worked diligently to produce the State of the Field Reviews for the symposium, 
the respondents for the reviews, the presenters of the Action Research projects, 
and the workshop and session facilitators and recorders.  

Special thanks to Jim Sharpe for his leadership role in spearheading the State of 
the Field Reviews, to Judith Potter, Kathleen Flanagan, and Danielle Charron 
for their efforts in organizing a stimulating event; to Rick Williams who helped 
to facilitate the two-day process and to Cathy Wright for her assistance in 
capturing the essence of the forum in this report.  

Last, but not least, thank you to all the participants whose interest, 
commitment, and passion made this a dynamic opportunity to further adult 
learning in Canada.  

August 22, 2006
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1. OVERVIEW 

A pan-Canadian perspective prevailed at the first annual 
symposium of the Adult Learning Knowledge Centre 
(ALKC) on June 21-23, 2006.  More than 150 
participants from every province and one territory 
attended ALKC’s national symposium.  Coming from 
diverse settings which included universities, community 
colleges, government departments, and non-profit and 
community-based organizations, and bringing multiple 
perspectives and years of experiences, practitioners, researchers, policy-makers, 
and students arrived in Fredericton, New Brunswick, to take part in the event.   
Equally diverse were the areas of interest and expertise among the participants, 
including rural, urban, aboriginal, multicultural, francophone, workplace, and 
healthcare.    

“Keep the focus on 
learners - helping 
learners learn better 
- and keep it 
practical.” 
Charles Ungerleider, 
Canadian Council on 
Learning 

The symposium was designed as an informed and purposeful conversation 
among stakeholders on the practice and research of adult learning.  Central to 
the process were sessions on the State of the Field Review, a significant 
literature review of adult learning in Canada, which was commissioned by CCL 
and conducted by a team of adult learning researchers.  The State of the Field 
Review consisted of reports on seven areas of adult learning: barriers, culture, 
gender, e-learning, learning communities, literacy, and social movements.   

The symposium’s title, Adult Learning in Canada: 
What…?  So what…?  Now what…?, was chosen to 
indicate a 3-step process for moving forward, one that 
includes learning about the state of adult learning in 
Canada (What?), reflecting on the implications of what 
has been learned (So what?), and developing an 
appropriate action plan (Now what?).  The title signals 
ALKC’s commitment to adult learning initiatives that 
are accessible, relevant, and action-oriented.     

“We have a powerful 
magnet with ALKC, 
something that is 
attracting significant 
interest in adult 
learning.  How can 
we use this 
opportunity?”  
Rick Williams 
Symposium Facilitator 

The symposium organizers endeavoured to create a true learning environment, 
where participants could discuss, debate, and reflect on how to foster and 
strengthen a culture of learning for all Canadians.  
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2.  SETTING THE STAGE 

Maude Barlow, national chairperson of The Council of Canadians, delivered a
powerful and personal keynote address, challenging participants to make the 
connection between adult learning and the public good, between adult learning 
and intentional citizenship, and between adult learning and personal 
empowerment.  Her concerns for the future of social development in Canada – 
the ribbons of interdependence – resonated with many participants.  She 
envisioned adult learning as a catalyst to building communities capable of 
resisting the negative impacts of globalization.  

Maude wove learning throughout her address.  She described her work of 
engaging citizens in understanding and acting on our social and economic 
realities; a powerful skill for which there is no training, only learning.  She left 
her audience with a clear message of the importance of hope for social change 
– informed and sensible hope that chooses to find a door in the wall of despair.  
Maude emphasized leaving a legacy through the enlargement of one’s own 
potential. One’s everyday actions, millions of them, make a difference and 
one’s hope should rest not on the outcome but on the process.  

3.     STATE OF THE FIELD REVIEW 
Tremendous work was 
completed by the State of 
the Field teams: 
• Daunting task
• Limited timeframe 
• Limited resources 
• Huge achievement under

pressure 
• Contribution to 

understanding the issues  
• Guidance for next  steps

Feedback from participants 

What…..?              So what….? 

The State of the Field Reviews provided an extensive 
review of existing literature with a detailed bibliographical 
resource, highlighting practices, issues and policies, 
theoretical debates and challenges and identifying major
knowledge and capacity gaps. This work has resulted in
some of the most comprehensive summaries to date.  

The State of the Field Reviews are living documents, 
providing a foundation upon which to build, strengthen, 
and promote.  The reports and summaries (available in both 
languages) can be accessed through AKLC’s symposium 
website, www.unb.ca/ALKCSymposium/.   

During the first day of the symposium, two cycles of workshops were held with 
separate workshops for each of the seven State of the Field topics. Each 
session consisted of a summary of the research by an author or authors, a 
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response by a practitioner or practitioners, and discussion and reflection by 
participants, all of which was laying the groundwork for a more focused session 
on actions. Not surprisingly, the seven areas shared common themes and 
connections. 

SESSIONS ON STATE OF THE FIELD 
REVIEWS 

The following is a brief description of the key points presented in 
the sessions on the State of the Field Reviews.   

BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION  

A research team from the University of New 
Brunswick – Dorothy MacKeracher (presenter), 
Theresa Suart, and Judith Potter – prepared the State 
of the Field Report.  Responders were Jeanne Geldart and Sherry Thomson 
from Leadership Fredericton.  

“According to the 
Adult Education and 
Training Survey in 
2005, 37% of adults 
participate in formal 
learning.  The 
researchers conclude 
that at least 59% are
engaged in informal 
learning”.   

State of the Field Review

The report focused on three key themes:  
� The major barriers to participation – institutional, situational, attitudinal 

(including some employers’ tendency to undervalue workplace training), 
academic, and pedagogical – and the interaction among the barriers.   

� The elements of a responsive lifelong learning system
� Best practices in teaching 

The latter two areas were seen to hold the potential to reduce barriers to 
participation in formal learning opportunities.   

The responders described the barriers that impact on 
adult learners at Leadership Fredericton, a 
community-based certificate program that works 
continuously to be more relevant and responsive to 
the needs of their participants.  Researchers from 
Canadian Policy Research Networks contributed to 
the discussion by highlighting their recent research 
on the barriers faced by learners. Their report – Too 
many left behind – is available on the symposium web 
site.    

“The report speaks to 
…..my experience in this 
work, so it has already 
succeeded, if the goal is 
to establish working 
relationships between 
academia and practice.” 

Practitioner 
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Participants in the session observed that, while there is significant research 
about barriers to adult learning, particularly in formal learning opportunities, 
there appears to be a vacuum in addressing policy options for reducing the 
barriers.  There is not a lot of insight in the literature on non-participants – 
what keeps them out and what would make it easier for them to participate.  
The evidence suggests that non-participants face multiple challenges: low levels 
of education, immigrants and refugees, over 50 years of age, with sensory, 
mobility, and learning disabilities, and with poor notions of self-as-learner.  

There is a need for more information about relationships between formal and 
informal learning. 

Special thanks to recorders Robert Aucoin and Susanna Burns

CULTURE 

A research team from the University of Victoria, Darlene Clover (presenter), 
Odette Laramee and Kathy Linker prepared the report on culture which 
included interviews and focus groups.  Laurie McCauley, Artistic Director from 
Myths and Mirrors Community Arts in Sudbury, Ontario 
provided the practitioner’s response.  “Culture plays an 

important role as a catalyst 
for economic prosperity, 
social health, national 
identity and provides the 
raw materials of the 
imagination – the 
foundations of which hope 
and wisdom are built.” 

Wyman, 2004 
State of the Field Review on Culture  

The research team focused primarily on the arts, including 
dance, popular theatre, fabric arts, crafts, story telling, film 
and literature because it was more manageable and most 
often associated with culture. 

There was much discussion around the definition of the 
arts and its role and importance in formal and informal 
learning, particularly in relation to identifying ways in
which adult learners continue to learn throughout life.  

Two major concepts of the arts and adult education were presented.  The first 
was adult arts education and training which incorporates exposure to museums, 
classes of painting, sculpture, and other art related subjects, training and 
supports for artists.  Two examples were cited: Quebec’s emphasis on formal 
arts training and museums, and First Nations/Aboriginal Cultural organizations 
and the value placed on First Nations and aboriginal art.  Although this area is 
considered to be well resourced, there were concerns about the declining 
funding for artists and the commercialization of the arts. 
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The second was arts-based education, a tool of adult learning for social and 
cultural change to build community, celebrate cultural identities, and assist in 
understanding social issues such as poverty, environmental deterioration, and 
racism.  This tool links to the social change and empowerment work described 
by Maude Barlow.  Community theatre is the medium most practiced and by 
women in particular.  In comparison to adult arts education and training, this 
area is generally underfunded and has a bias towards work primarily with 
children. 

A key recommendation was to focus on the conscious use of the arts and 
culture in adult learning.  A study of formal arts and culture institutions and 
community-based arts organizations would assist in better understanding and 
conceptualizing the importance and value of their “learning” components.  
These findings could be shared among groups in a cross-Canada dialogue on 
the power and potential of arts-based adult education.  The “how” could be
grounded in action research methods bridging between the university and the 
community, another recommendation from this session.  

Special thanks to recorders Sandra Germain and Shaune Walsh-Daigle. 

E-LEARNING 

Team leader Dr. Hélène Fournier from the National 
Research Council of Canada (presenter) and research 
assistants Cornelia Dragne and Daniel Romila from 
University of Victoria and Anthony Roberts from Mount 
Allison University prepared the e-learning report. Ann
Marie Vaughan from Distance Education and Learning Technologies in St. 
John’s provided the practitioner perspective.   

“The technology 
comes before the 
pedagogy in a lot 
of instances”. 
State of the Field Report 
on E-learning 

There are many different terms to describe online learning including e-learning, 
virtual learning, web-based learning, computer-assisted learning and distance 
learning.  Much has been written about e-learning practice but it appears to be 
a fragmented landscape, with inconsistent use of common terms and 
definitions.  In addition, identifying Canadian research was a problem.  

E-learning is an attractive solution for ‘lifelong learning’ in a country like 
Canada which covers a vast territory with a relatively low population.  An 
example is evident in the growth of e-learning at Memorial University with a
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22% increase in the past year which demonstrates the economic and social 
value of e-learning for rural communities in Newfoundland and Labrador.   

One of the biggest challenges with e-learning has been the tendency to just 
replicate electronically what happens in the classroom.  Too much of the 
research is preoccupied with justification rather than pushing the envelope on 
practice. It is time to focus more on how best to use e-learning and 
documenting best practices. This could include a number of factors: blended 
learning approaches – incorporating e-resources into the classroom; 
understanding the learner in communities and the level at which adults are 
learning; and exploring non-formal learning, although there is only minimal 
documentation in this area. 

It was recommended that the State of the Field report delve more deeply into 
the advances made in the private sector with e-learning and the impact of e-
learning in various contexts such as informal and formal settings, higher 
education and the workplace.   

A continuing issue for e-learning and adult learners in particular is accessibility, 
adequate dissemination of information and anticipation of needs.  

Special thanks to recorders Linda MacDonald and Paddy Moore. 

GENDER 

The Gender and Adult Learning team was led by Dr. Leona English from St. 
Francis Xavier University (presenter) with researchers Kerrie Kennedy, 
Catherine Irving and Tina Davidson.  Susan Brigham from Mount Saint 
Vincent University provided the practitioner perspective.   

Canada has incredible strength in gender and adult learning research with a 
growing body of knowledge in feminist theory, workplace education, 
technology, issues of sexual identity and community development.  Some of 
these areas need to be more sensitive of how they relate to aboriginal women, 
immigrant women and economically disadvantaged women. Technology is a 
good case in point as it presumes access to computers and the internet.   
Feminist theorists are challenging adult educators to counter women’s 
invisibility and to recognize a gendered world and subjects. Feminist analysis 
and intercultural perspectives are essential to a revised and broadened agenda 
for research on adult education and gender.  
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A significant number of research projects have been 
situated in the community with community agendas 
at the forefront. However, one of the challenges is 
to access this work, especially if it is not published in 
academic journals or easily located on the internet.  
This places responsibility on academic researchers to 
make the links but also a centralized website is 
recommended for Canada which could bring 
together all the resources, websites, list-servers, 
centres and other information on gender and 
education.  

“[Regarding] the difficulties 
in accessing community-
based research work on 
gender and adult education 
…. [the] challenge is for us 
who receive funding or are 
interested in 
research/works/programs to 
make links with and engage 
with and involve ourselves 
with the grassroots 
movements at the outset.” 

Responder, Susan Brigham  

Although it is encouraging to note the progress in 
this field, two other concerns were identified:  
� The level of funding for further research. E.g. the Canadian Research 

Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW) has not been in a 
position to fund research on gender and education for five years or 
more;  

� As noted in other State of the Field reviews, there were few, if any, 
linkages between researchers and policy makers. 

Special thanks to recorders Lauren Dobell and Heather Patterson. 

LEARNING COMMUNITIES 

To create the State of the Field Report on 
Learning Communities, Donovan Plumb and 
Robert McGray (both were presenters) from 
Mount Saint Vincent University, conducted
extensive review of the literature from many 
different sources – academic, professional, 
practice-based and government – and searched 
for indicators used to assess learning 
communities. Elayne Harris from Harris & Associates in Vancouver was the 
practitioner responder.  

“Neighbourhoods, villages, 
towns, cities and regions in 
which the concept of lifelong 
learning is explicitly used as an 
organizing principle and social 
goal.  The learning resources of 
the community are mobilized 
to foster environmentally 
sustainable economic 
development and social 
inclusion.” 

Ron Faris, 2003 
State of the Field Review

Unlike the other theme areas Learning Communities does not have a definitive 
body of theory and practice.  However there is an intrinsic connection between 
adult learning and community life that has been recognized in major adult 
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education initiatives such as the Antigonish Movement, Frontier College, and 
the Farm Radio Forum.   

A more explicit understanding of this connection is paramount with the 
economic, social and environment challenges facing our communities.  Maude 
Barlow talked about situations where citizens are driving the learning, defining 
the issues themselves.  It may not be called “learning communities” but 
nevertheless groups are empowering themselves to act through self-directed 
learning projects. How these groups or learning communities communicate the 
information or knowledge they acquire is another aspect to understanding 
learning communities.   

Learning communities are often synonymous with 
community development, closely associated with social 
capital and overlapping with social movements.  
Research on learning communities will generate 
valuable opportunities to work across disciplines.  

Common terminology will be integral to further 
discussions and research.  For example, the term “community” can be applied 
to locality, interest, and affinity.   The goal is not to say what learning 
communities should look like, but to identify the principles that would allow 
people to define for themselves what they want in their community and what 
they need to learn in order to act. 

“Learning 
Communities is a 
hopeful concept – 
while recognizing the 
difficulty of putting a 
frame around it….” 

Responder, Elayne Harris 

Special thanks to recorders Nancy Jackson and Jenny Horsman 

LITERACY 

The State of the Field Report on Adult Literacy was led by Allan Quigley with 
Sue Folinsbee, (presenter) and Wendy Kraglund-Gauthier as research 
assistants, all from St. Francis Xavier University.  The practitioner responses 
were given by Charles Ramsey with the National Adult Literacy Database 
(NALD) and Anne Marie Downey from Literacy Nova Scotia.   

This State of the Field Review was assessed as the most comprehensive that 
has been done in Canada in decades.  It examined literacy within different 
contexts for different groups including aboriginal literacy, first language
literacy, women and literacy, and literacy and work.  Besides an extensive 
literature review it also consulted with organizations and literacy experts.   
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There is a strong gap between literacy theory and policy, practice and research. 
The literature is dominated by large-scale surveys that measure and define the 
numbers and statistics.  There is a lack of knowledge of the realities of 
individuals with literacy challenges, including learners and how they learn, and 
of the experiences of practitioners including their struggle with ways to 
encourage greater participation and retention in programs.  More consideration 
should be given to whether essential skills can be incorporated as a new field 
within literacy.   

Literacy crosses over other state of the field reviews such as Barriers and 
Gender with many significant gaps on ESL and first language, as well as literacy 
in relation to specific groups: francophone, aboriginal, women, seniors and 
individuals with learning disabilities.  

A key recommendation from the session called for a National Agenda for 
Action – a pan-Canadian Literacy Strategy.  A strategy would provide the 
foundation for defining what further knowledge is required.    

“A key recommendation
from the session called 
for a National Agenda 
for Action – a Pan-
Canadian Literacy 
Strategy”.   

State of the Field session on 
Literacy 

It should be noted that unlike other State of the Field 
Reviews, there already exists a vehicle for 
dissemination of information on literacy through the 
National Adult Literacy Database that can be accessed 
at www.nald.ca.  One of the suggestions was to make 
research more accessible to practitioners through the 
website and to develop summary fact sheets. 

Special thanks to recorders Victor Hendricken and Brenda Wright 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS  

Academic leads Dr. Thomas Turay (presenter) and Dr. Budd Hall from 
University of British Columbia, team leader Winnie Chow (presenter with Dr. 
Turay) and research assistants Cornelia Dragne and Ellie Parks, all from 
University of Victoria, prepared the Social Movements Learning State of the 
Field Report.  This is the first time that a compilation of social movement 
learning has been done. The practitioner responder was Bev Burke, a self-
employed popular educator from Roseneath, Ontario. 
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Social movements are universally understood as powerful instruments of social, 
institutional and political change.  They are about people working together to 
make a change in the communities, regions, or nations they 
inhabit.  Social movement learning refers to learning by 
individuals who are part of a social movement, or learning by 
persons outside as a result of actions taken, or simply to 
learning about the existence of social movements. As Maude 
Barlow emphasized, much of the learning within social 
movements is informal, but organized learning also happens 
as a result of educational activities within the movement 
itself.  

An understanding of motivation and learning that happens in 
and because of social movements would dramatically expand 
our understanding, teaching, learning and education. Yet, 
there is a dearth of academic and community based literature 
pertaining to social movement learning.  Those involved are often not in a 
position to reflect and write; there are very few studies and 
there is a limited flow of information from the universities 
back to the community.   It is often felt that academics who 
can contribute most are those with a commitment to the 
movements about which they are learning and writing. 

“What is a Social 
Movement? 
It goes on one at a time 
It starts when you care  
To act, it starts when 
you do it again after 
They said no 
It starts when you say 
we and know what 
You mean, and each 
Day you mean one 
more.” 

Marge Piercy, The Low Road
State of the Field Review 

“The learning that takes 
place as a result of social 
movements has a larger 
impact than the learning 
that takes place in 
schools.” 

Matthias Finger,
Swiss Adult Education Theorist 

State of the Field Review 

Not surprisingly, social movements learning crosses over 
many areas including the aboriginal movement and reaches 
across Canada as well as internationally.  

In a society that is continuing to explore ways in which learning can strengthen 
social cohesion, citizen engagement and democratic life, it is recommended that 
a common language be developed for social movements and that studies and 
knowledge be disseminated more broadly.   

Special thanks to recorders Margaret Tusz-King and Peter Seymour. 
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4. SHOWCASE OF KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE ACTION 
PROJECTS 

In spring 2006, ALKC initiated a pilot program intended to foster adult 
learning projects around knowledge exchange and network-building.  In 
response to ALKC’s national Call for Projects, 16 community-based projects 
were able to conduct knowledge exchange action activities and events in 
communities across Canada.  With this Call for Projects, ALKC chose to focus 
on small and innovative adult learning initiatives.  The projects, which received 
grants ranging from $1,800 to $5,000, created opportunities for new 
partnerships between researchers and practitioners.  

The symposium provided ALKC with an opportunity to showcase six 
exemplary projects.  Below are brief descriptions of the showcased projects:  

Ideas into Action presented a one-day workshop, designed to enhance proposal 
development skills, in order to build research capacity within the networks and 
sectors of adult literacy providers in Ontario.  The workshop information will be 
shared with other organizations across Canada.  
Organization:  Ontario Association of Adult & Continuing Education School Board 
Administrators (CESBA), Iroquois, Ontario 
Contact person:  Brenda King 

Aboriginal Literacy Database Development Project contacted Aboriginal literacy 
programs across Canada, to seek their permission to include material related to their 
programs (program descriptions, curriculum materials, best practices, etc.) on the 
database of the National Indigenous Literacy Association.  As well as providing 
extremely valuable information, this project will facilitate the development of 
partnerships among like-minded organizations.  
Organization: National Indigenous Literacy Association, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Contact person:  Doug Bartlett   

Maintaining the Momentum offers a communication vehicle for literacy 
practitioners and program coordinators to facilitate the sharing of ongoing research 
activities and findings.  The research groups were formed at a workshop in March 
2006, which was designed to help diverse literacy groups develop action research 
projects.  Maintaining the Momentum has dedicated space in Literacy Nova Scotia’s 
quarterly newsletter, an action research fact sheet, and a web forum.  
Organization:  Literacy Nova Scotia, Truro, Nova Scotia 
Contact person:  Ann Marie Downie 

Weaving a Web creates an interactive website on research into the impact of
violence on learning.  It is well established that violence has a significant negative 
effect on the ability to learn.   The website is designed to provide a site for exchange 
between researchers and practitioners, in order to enhance both the research and 
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practice of learning for learners who have experienced or are at-risk of violence.  
Organization:   Parkdale Project Read, Toronto, Ontario 
Contact person:  Jenny Horsman 

Seniors Interactive Workshop on the Abuse of Older Adults is a one-day 
workshop on the abuse of older adults.  The workshop will disseminate research 
findings, develop strategies for further education and intervention, and facilitate the 
development of partnerships among senior learners, practitioners, and researchers in 
seniors’ abuse.  
Organization: PEI Senior Citizens’ Federation Inc, Charlottetown, PEI 
Contact person:  Irene Larkin

Étude terrain sur la scolarisation et la professionnalisation des pêcheurs is 
based in the tiny fishing village of Grande-Entrée in the Magdalen Islands.  The 
project focuses on the barriers to learning faced by fishermen and their helpers who 
are required to complete training courses in order to obtain a mandatory vocational 
diploma in fishing.   
Organization: Commission scolaire des Îles, Centre de formation et d’éducation des adultes, Îles-de-
la-Madeleine, Quebec 
Contact person: Raymonde Gauthier
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Now what…..? 

The symposium was designed to build on the work that was undertaken with
the State of the Field reports.  On the final day of the symposium, participants 
were encouraged to answer the question “Now what?”.  Participants were asked 
to propose concrete, feasible actions that will enhance adult learning in Canada 
and to identify appropriate organizations to lead these actions, including the 
Adult Learning Knowledge Centre, Canadian Council on Learning, and other 
stakeholders with the ability to have a forceful and positive impact on adult 
learning.  

The discussions were organized around four themes that were common to all 
of the State of the Field reports:  

• Communities of Practice,  
• Diversity Of Adult Learning,  
• Community-Based Research and  
• University-Community Research Alliances.   

Each discussion group was asked to develop three key recommendations.   

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE Discussion 

The discussion group defined “Communities of Practice” as a means for 
people to join together through shared practice, to develop a common purpose, 
to define their learning needs, and to build knowledge that would benefit their 
work.  Communities of practice encompass three categories:  

• Fields of practitioners, such as labour, workplace or literacy educators; 
• Communities or social movements, such as women’s network or 

people working to reduce violence against women; and, 
• Virtual and professional communities, such as artists, engineers, or 

health professionals.   

Communities of practice need to be inclusive, encompassing government, 
educational institutions, researchers as well as practitioners and also need to be 
interconnected with each other, with cross-disciplinary alliances.  
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The Communities of Practice discussion group offered ALKC and CCL three 
recommendations: 

1. Provide communities of practice with bilingual tools and means 
that would enable them to do things for themselves.  
The discussion group suggested that the tools could be both virtual 
(such as databases), and face to face (such as conferences, forums, and 
other types of meetings).  One suggestion was to focus next year’s 
symposium on the development of communities of practice.  Brokering 
connections, facilitating awareness, and providing learning opportunities 
are all actions that could strengthen relationships between researchers 
and practitioners, among practitioners, and between communities of 
practice.   

The state of the field session on e-learning provided an excellent 
example of the benefits of bringing researchers and practitioners 
together.  At that session, participants discussed the challenge of 
dispelling the myth that there is no need for a theoretical foundation 
specific for e-learning.  The Research-in-Practice movement in the area 
of Literacy is a promising recent phenomenon.  Further attention should 
be given to considering what is missing from the research and discussing 
contradictory research findings.   

2. Develop ways to ensure that CCL’s actions and priorities reflect 
the realities of learning for communities, and work from a social, 
cultural, and community-based perspective (rather than a 
corporate or government perspective). 
The discussion group felt that a focus should be placed on action 
research that investigates problems that are meaningful to communities.  
Other recommendations in this report provide guidance on ways to 
strengthen collaboration and build common agendas among 
communities and institutions. 

3. Ensure that ALKC more effectively reflects the francophone reality 
through translation, language, and in structural ways.  
The discussion group noted that Quebec and Francophone dimensions 
were generally not covered adequately in the State of the Field Reviews. 
This was recognized as a missed opportunity to learn more about their 
unique approaches and significant advances.  While all the State of the 
Field reports identified gaps in information, the reports on Culture, E-
Learning, Literacy, and Social Movements specifically mentioned the 
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need for more in-depth study of the experiences in Quebec and other 
francophone communities. 

It was also recommended that structural changes be made to achieve 
more effective representation of francophone communities in the 
membership on the steering and advisory committees of the knowledge 
centres, and within the ALKC consortium. 

DIVERSITY OF ADULT LEARNING Discussion  

The discussion group noted that the State of the Field reports effectively 
demonstrates the diversity within the field of adult learning.  The discussion 
group itself showed diversity.  This became apparent as the group identified 
themselves, their colleagues and students, and their learning areas.  There were 
representatives from all sectors, including community-based groups, 
government, business, academic communities, health, aboriginal groups, policy-
makers, and students.  Any adult learning initiative needs to recognize and 
incorporate this diversity.   

The Diversity of Adult Learning discussion group offered ALKC and CCL 
three recommendations: 

1. Create a national celebration of adult learning. 
A national celebration of adult learning would help to create a culture of 
adult learning and lifelong learning.  Such a celebration should connect 
with the media, disseminate information about the diversity of adult 
learning opportunities, and direct people to learning opportunities 
formal and informal.  The celebration would encourage individuals to 
recognize the learning that already occurs in their lives.  It would also 
increase the usefulness of Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition 
(PLAR) as a tool in formal learning settings.    

A National Celebration would promote what is fundamental to adult 
learning including accessibility, learner-centered education, inclusiveness,
and diversity.  A survey of individuals’ perception about learning, 
conducted prior to the celebration, would also contribute to a better 
understanding of learning. 

A celebration of Adult Learning could begin to articulate the important 
role that adult learning plays in the development of communities.  
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Currently Canada participates in the International Adult Learners’ Week
through the Canadian Commission for UNESCO and its government 
and non-government partners.  Since its purpose is to raise the profile 
and promote lifelong learning among the general public and in various 
learning environments, it could provide the forum for a more concerted 
National Celebration of Adult Learning. 

2.  Create a portal designed to be the Adult Learning Knowledge 
Clearinghouse.  
The portal or clearinghouse (both terms, as well as others, were used) 
should meet international standards for inter-operability.  It should be 
accessible and inclusive, bilingual and have the capacity for other 
languages where appropriate, user-centred, and participatory (i.e. similar 
to wikipedia, it should allow others, including non-researchers, to add 
information).   

This discussion group recommended the development of a centralized 
provision of information on adult learning with a common source of 
bibliographical references and research resources that are selective but 
not ‘juried’.  A portal could be a clearinghouse to exchange information 
and share knowledge and to include a directory of who is doing what, 
best practices, case studies, and profiles of adult learners.  

While a centralized source of information on adult literacy already exists, 
this is not the case for other areas.  The Gender and Adult Learning 
session recommended that a centralized website be established to serve 
as an information source on funding and to profile strategic research 
clusters.  Case studies as learning tools were emphasized in the Barriers 
to Participation session; for example, the experience of the Prior 
Learning Assessment Centre of Nova Scotia and other centres could 
assist those in formal educational systems in developing sound strategies 
for recognizing prior learning.  

The discussion group proposed that either CCL or ALKC establish a 
portal.  A CCL portal would focus on all learning, whereas a portal 
developed by ALKC would focus on adult learning.   
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3. Build a common language by creating a Canadian adult learning 
thesaurus. 
This initiative would build on the process already underway with the 
Canadian literacy thesaurus.  The State of the Field reports called for 
clearer language and terminology in order to further relationships and 
collaborative efforts among researchers and practitioners.  CCL and 
ALKC should take the lead in developing a lexicon of working 
definitions and widely accepted terminology.   

COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH Discussion  

The discussion group agreed that the State of the Field Reviews emphasized 
the importance of strengthening the research skills of practitioners and 
community-based organizations, and enhancing participatory action research 
and community arts based inquiry.   

A number of issues were raised around the term “community-based research”.  
For some, the first step was to define what is meant by “community” – who is 
community and who is included.  Others focused on redefining research and 
whether it is possible to understand and frame community-based research 
without viewing it through the traditional academic understanding of research.    

The Community-Based Research discussion group offered ALKC and CCL 
three recommendations: 

1. Provide a tool set backed up by interactive on-line workshops 
including writing workshops.
A tool set could help to clarify expectations about action research, build 
research and writing skills, and promote the different avenues for 
dissemination including the media.  

2.  Provide information on successful and unsuccessful proposals to 
help community groups judge whether or not they are likely to be 
able to secure a grant.
This could include assistance with proposal writing, and perhaps 
involving volunteers/mentors to assist community groups interested in 
conducting research.   
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3.  Develop a two-tiered strategy on research that recognizes the very 
different logics of research aimed at a) influencing policy and b) 
facilitating community action.  
In a number of the State of the Field sessions, there was a clear message 
to use the wealth of existing research and knowledge to influence the 
development of more responsive policies.  The discussion in the State of 
the Field Review on Literacy emphasized the necessity now of a 
National Agenda for Action - a pan-Canadian Literacy Strategy.  

In addition, there was discussion on the ways that research can be used, 
depending on the context or community. Research is often used as a 
term for systematizing knowledge and it can also be viewed as 
community learning or information gathering; often communities 
undertake research but describe it differently. 

UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY RESEARCH ALLIANCES Discussion 

The discussion group noted that many different models of joint university-
community research projects already exist.  These include the SSHRC (Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council), CURA (Community University 
Research Alliances) projects, feminist models of community research, and 
literacy practitioner research. 

The University-Community Research Alliances discussion group offered 
ALKC and CCL three recommendations: 

1. Strengthen relationships between academic researchers and 
community organizations. 
The discussions in the State of the Field sessions reflected the tension 
between academic and practitioner discourses and priorities, raising 
issues such as how decisions are made concerning definitions of terms 
and priorities for research, what ways can be developed to promote 
genuine collaboration, and how to ensure that research is relevant to the 
policy and practice issues in communities.

The discussion group on University-Community Research Alliances 
encouraged CCL and ALKC to help academic researchers listen to the 
communities; to identify researchers and community practitioners; to 
bring them together through face-to-face workshops and effective use of 
technology; and to create a common vision.   
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Suggestions for strengthening relationships between academic 
researchers and community practitioners include: finding common 
language; organizing workshops for both academics and practitioners – 
for skill-building and for developing common agendas; and encouraging 
mentorships between universities and community organizations.  More 
symposiums, both national and regional, were recommended.   

ALKC could present awards for exemplary partnerships between 
universities and community groups, promoting the recipients in local 
papers, academic journals, on the internet, and through other 
community networks.   

2. Promote a dynamic sharing of information. 
The discussion group proposed that CCL and ALKC seek to connect 
communities of practice, to empower groups, and to document case 
studies, lessons learned, and best practices.  Possible tools to promote 
the sharing of information include databases of case studies (including 
successes and challenges), website references, and involvement of the 
community in disseminating information.   

3. Develop protocols and principles for collaboration. 
It would be useful to document current collaboration protocols within 
universities, SSHRC, CURA, etc, and to build on what exists.  The 
intention is to embed a reflective element in the practice and to generate 
guiding principles.  ALKC has a role to play in promoting university-
community research alliances by supporting research that identifies 
barriers to collaboration and recommends improvements.   
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6. FEEDBACK ON THE SYMPOSIUM 

Both the evaluation survey and anecdotal feedback 
reinforced the widely shared perception that the 
national symposium was a valuable experience for 
participants.  Nearly 50% of symposium attendees 
(70 participants) completed the on-line evaluation 
survey.   The response to the symposium was 
generally positive.   Most participants felt that the 
symposium was well organized, informative, 
thought-provoking, and provided an excellent opportunity for learning and 
networking.  Many felt inspired by the keynote speaker, commenting that 
the keynote address helped to set the tone for the symposium with its 
overarching message of engagement and hope.   

“There was great 
synergy in the 
building.” 
“It seemed like we just 
got started and we were 
back on the plane 
home – a very
enthusiastic 
atmosphere.”

Feedback from participants 

Some participants felt that the sessions did not allow sufficient opportunity 
for discussion.  They welcomed the chance for in-depth discussion and 
recommendations that was provided on the last day of the symposium.   

There were several comments about the need to better represent the 
experiences of francophone communities at the symposium, within the 
content of the State of the Field Reviews, and generally throughout the 
activities and operational functioning of ALKC.   As one participant 
commented, “Since this is a pan-Canadian initiative, the two official languages should 
be represented at all levels.  This would also contribute to the goal of dissemination”.

Many participants indicated that there is need for more symposiums and 
other such events at the national and regional levels.  There was a strong 
sense that the adult learning movement is gaining momentum which must
be maintained.   
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7. CONCLUSION 

In an atmosphere charged with a spirit of collaboration and networking, more 
than 150 symposium participants discussed the challenges, successes, and next 
steps to enhancing adult learning programs and activities across the country.  
The symposium provided a venue for learning, reflecting, and developing 
priorities for action for ALKC, CCL and other stakeholders in the practice and 
research of adult learning.   

The first-day sessions focused on the State of the Field review, which is the 
first comprehensive documentation of adult learning research in Canada.   The 
State of the Field review provided an excellent foundation for discussing seven 
key areas of adult learning: barriers to participation, culture, e-learning, gender, 
learning communities, literacy and social movements.  Some concerns were 
common across the seven areas; these included  

• removing barriers to participation 
• linking research and practice to policy changes 
• strengthening the work of practitioners and researchers and their 

relationship to each other 
• incorporating the experience of francophone communities, and  
• identifying areas that require further exploration. 

The second-day sessions gave participants an opportunity to reflect on what 
had been learned from the presentations and discussions on the State of the 
Field review.  Using four broad discussion areas (communities of practice, 
diversity of adult learning, community-based research, and university-
community research alliances), participants identified recommendations for 
action, intended to assist with the work of ALKC and its consortium.   

The recommendations offered by the discussion groups centered around three 
fundamental proposals: 

1. Strengthen the culture of adult learning in Canada by promoting a 
better understanding of informal learning, by making the link between 
community movements and adult learning, and by sponsoring pan-
Canadian events that celebrate adult learning. 

2. Build the capacities of practitioners and researchers to exchange 
knowledge, to mobilize information, and to undertake research by 
offering accessible, inclusive, bilingual, and interactive tools and events 
(such as symposiums, skill-building workshops and web-based portals) 
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designed to exchange, disseminate, and expand the information 
generated by the state of the field work as well as other information 
relevant to adult learning communities. These tools and events must be 
responsive to the needs, concerns, and experiences of individuals, 
communities, and organizations across the country in both language 
groups. 

3. Foster collaborative adult learning initiatives by facilitating 
partnerships between, and among, practitioners and researchers within 
diverse communities of practice, by assisting with the provision of tools 
and mechanisms for collaboration (such as a thesaurus of definitions and 
terminologies, handbook of protocols, etc.), and by encouraging 
mentorships and other partnering opportunities, inclusive of language, 
culture, and sector. 

The Adult Learning Knowledge Centre was established by the Canadian 
Council on Learning with the goal of advancing adult learning across Canada.  
Its first national symposium brought together the rich expertise of adult 
educators based in a wide range of locations across Canada and engaged in a 
vast plethora of concerns, issues, and challenges.  The symposium elicited a 
dynamic discussion and many fertile recommendations, which will serve to 
guide the work of ALKC and its partners.   
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PARTICIPANTS AT ALKC 2006 SYMPOSIUM 


Last Name First Name Organization Location Email_Address 
Aboushahla Hanaa Saint Mary's University Halifax NS hanaa.aboushahla@smu.ca 
Allen Deanna Laubach Literacy New Brunswick Moncton NB laubachliteracynb@nb.aibn.com 
Anderson Dave Service Canada Fredericton NB david.anderson@servicecanada.gc.ca 
Andrew Tim Third Age Centre Fredericton NB timandrew@rogers.com 
Aucoin Robert Canadian Council on Learning - Health Victoria BC rcaucoin@uvic.ca 

and Learning Knowledge Centre 
Bartlett Douglas National Indigenous Literacy Association Winnipeg MB bartlett.nila@mts.net 
Bateman Lorraine Immigrant Womens' Collective Fredericton NB lbateman@unb.ca 
Battiste Marie University of Saskatchewan Saskatoon SK marie.battiste@usask.ca 
Bernhardt King Brenda Ontario Association of Adult and Iroquois ON bbking@cesba.com 

Continuing Education School Board 
Administrators 

Bowen Avery Lynn Atlantic Provinces Community College Halifax NS lynn.bowenavery@nscc.ca 
Consortium (APCCC) 

Brennan Clare Department of Health Fredericton NB clare.brennan@gnb.ca 
Brennan Paul Association of Canadian Community Ottawa ON pbrennan@accc.ca 

Colleges 
Brigham Susan Mount Saint Vincent University Halifax NS susan.brigham@msvu.ca 
Bull Arthur Saltwater Network Digby NS Arthur@saltwaternetwork.org 
Burge Liz UNB -Adult Education Fredericton NB burge@unb.ca 
Burke Beverley self-employed Roseneath ON bevburke@i-zoom.net 
Burnaby Barbara Memorial University of Newfoundland St. John's NF bburnaby@mun.ca 
Burns Deborah DLB Consulting Inc. Fredericton NB dlbcons@rogers.com 
Burns Susanna Dalhousie University, College of Halifax NS susanna.burns@dal.ca 

Continuing Education 
Burt Diane NBCC-St. Andrews St. Andrews NB diane.burt@gnb.ca 
Caldwell Brenda Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario Ottawa ON bcaldwell@cheo.on.ca 
Campbell Deborah Frontier College Fredericton NB fcf@nb.aibn.com 
Carusetta Ellen UNB Fredericton NB carusett@unb.ca 
Charlebois Lynn City of Moncton Moncton NB lynn.charlebois@moncton.ca 
Charlong Lisa Electronic Text Centre, UNB Fredericton NB lcharlon@unb.ca 



Charron Danielle CSAA Fredericton NB dcharron@unb.ca
Chauncey Carole Ryerson University Toronto ON cchaunce@ryerson.ca
Chiasson Lorette National Adult Literacy Database Fredericton NB lorettec@nald.ca
Chow Winnie University of Victoria Victoria BC jaspatch@uvic.ca
Clancy Kathleen NBCC Miramichi NB kathleen.clancy@gnb.ca
Clover Darlene UVic Victoria BC clover@uvic.ca
Cook Valerie UNB MEd Student Fredericton NB valeriedale@hotmail.com
Corcoran Michelle Carleton Memorial Hospital Woodstock NB michelle.corcoran@rvh.nb.ca
Corey Richard NBCC Fredericton NB Richard.corey@gnb.ca
Cunningham Emma ALPS Fredericton NB a483t@unb.ca
Daoust Norman UNB Student: Masters of Education Fredericton NB norman.daoust@unb.ca
D'Arcy Mary NB Power Fredericton NB md'arcy@nbpower.com
Davis Renee Emergent Solutions Fredericton NB rrdavis@nbnet.nb.ca
Dawson Margan Association of Workplace Educators of 

Nova Scotia (AWENS) 
Hammonds 
Plains 

NS awens@eastlink.ca

De Broucker Patrice Canadian Policy Research Networks Ottawa ON pdebroucker@cprn.org
Depow James NBCC Woodstock NB jim.depow@gnb.ca
Dobell Lauren Canadian Council on Learning Ottawa ON ldobell@ccl-cca.ca 
Donkers Peter Campus Canada Victoria BC peterdonkers@shaw.ca
Douglas Meghann New Brunswick Community College Fredericton NB meghann.douglas@gnb.ca
Downes Stephen National Research Council Moncton NB stephen@downes.ca
Downie Ann Marie Literacy Nova Scotia Truro NS annmarie.downie@ns.sympatico.ca
D'Souza Colleen Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy Toronto ON colleend@mtml.ca 
Dupuis Angie Centre de documentation sur l'Éducation 

des adultes et la condition féminine 
(CDEACF) 

Montréal, QC dupuis@cdeacf.ca

Edwards Nadine New Brunswick Community College Saint John NB Nadine.edwards@gnb.ca
English Leona St. Francis Xavier University Antigonish NS lenglish@stfx.ca
Farnsworth Gail Laubach Literacy Fredericton Nackawic NB pgfarns@nbnet.nb.ca
Farrell Cyril Atlantic Provinces Community College 

Consortium
Grand Falls-
Windsor 

NF cyril.farrell@cna.nl.ca

Farrell Gordon Kwantlen University College Surrey BC Gordon.farrell@kwantlen.ca
Fawcett Judith New Brunswick Community College Moncton NB judy.fawcett@gnb.ca 
Ferguson John New Brunswick Community College St. Andrews NB johnw.ferguson@gnb.ca
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Finn Francine Collège communautaire du Nouveau-
Brunswick 

Caraquet NB francine.finn@gnb.ca

Fitzpatrick David Faculty of Arts Winnipeg MB d.fitzpatrick@uwinnipeg.ca
Flanagan Kathleen Adult Learning Knowledge Centre Fredericton NB flanagan@unb.ca
Folinsbee Sue Tri En Communications Toronto ON sfolinsbee@ica.net 
Foster Tracy Enterprise Carleton Region Woodstock NB tracy.foster@ent-carleton.ca
Fournier Helene National Research Council Canada Moncton NB Helene.fournier@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Fowler Christina Saint John Learning Exchange Saint John NB learnex@nb.aibn.com 
Gauthier Raymonde Centre de formation et d'éducation des 

adultes 
L'étang-du-Nord QC ragauthier@csdesiles.qc.ca

Geldart Jeanne Leadership Fredericton, YMCA Fredericton NB +jengeldart@nb.aibn.com
Germain Sandra Mi'kmaq/Maliseet Bachelor of Social Work 

Program 
Fredericton NB sgermain@nbnet.nb.ca

Gervais Ginette Hrsdc Gatineau QC Ginette.gervais@hrsdc-rhdcc.gc.ca
Greene Glenda Service Canada Fredericton NB Glenda.greene@servicecanada.gc.ca
Gregoire Robert Groupe des technologies de 

l'apprentissage
Moncton NB gregoir@umoncton.ca

Haines Kendra UNB – Student Fredericton NB k8ke3@unb.ca
Han Reni Han Martin Associates Fredericton NB hanmar@nbnet.nb.ca
Harris Elayne Harris & Associates Vancouver BC harrisem@telus.net
Harvie Phyllis Centre for Organizational Research & 

Development
Wolfville NS Phyllis.harvie@acadiau.ca

Hendricken Victor UNB Fredericton NB victorh@unb.ca
Hicks Joan MCCE Halifax NS jhicks@ns.sympatico.ca
Hodgkinson Douglas Canadian Council On Learning Victoria BC dhodgkinson@ccl-cca.ca 
Holton Judith Holland College Charlottetown PE judith@islandtelecom.com
Horncastle Sheila DND Oromocto NB mssheila@nbnet.nb.ca
Horsman Jenny Spiral Community Resource 

Group/Parkdale Project Read 
Toronto ON jenny@jennyhorsman.com

Hunter Jayne Literacy Nova Scotia Truro NS jayne.hunter@nscc.ca
Hynes Maureen George Brown College Toronto ON mynes@gbrownc.on.ca
Jackson Nancy OISE University of Toronto Toronto ON njackson@oise.utoronto.ca
Keizer Sheila MCCE Dartmouth NS mcce@ns.sympatico.ca
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Kennedy Bonnie Canadian Association for Prior Learning 
Assessment

Ottawa ON b.kennedy@quicklnks.on.ca

Kenny Mary AHB&R Sector Council East Dover NS mkenny@ahbrsc.com 
Kilfoil Benedict new brunswick community college woodstock NB ben.kilfoil@gnb.ca
Knighton Tamara Statistics Canada Ottawa ON Tamara.knighton@statcan.ca
Koersen Suzanne Chinook Community Futures Taber AB cln@biz-help.ca
Laidlaw Sheila Third Age centre fredericton NB sheilal@nb.sympatico.ca
Larkin Irene PEI Senior Citizens' Federation Charlottetown PE peiscf@pei.aibn.com
LeBlanc Karen Enterprise Fredericton Fredericton NB karen.leblanc@ent-fredericton.ca
Lee Walter Yorkville University Fredericton NB wlee@yorkvilleu.ca
Lehmann Joy Festival of Literacies Toronto ON jlehmann@idirect.ca
Logan Lorne L. D. Logan Management Consulting Halifax NS lorne.logan@ns.sympatico.ca
Lopez Gabrielle Fédération canadienne pour

l'alphabétisation en français
Ottawa ON glopez@fcaf.net

MacArthur Amy Atlantic Baptist University Moncton NB amy.macarthur@abu.nb.ca
MacDonald Linda Saint Mary's University Halifax NS linda.macdonald@smu.ca
MacKeracher Dorothy University of New Brunswick Fredericton NB macker@unb.ca
MacLean Barb DND; CFB Gagetown Fredericton NB bmac_kmac@rogers.com
MacNeil Teresa Nil Johnstown NS tmacneil@stpeterscable.com
Martin Barb Han Martin Associates Fredericton NB bamartin@nbnet.nb.ca
McCavour Brenda NB Dept of Post-Secondary Education and 

Training 
Fredericton NB Brenda.mccavour@gnb.ca

McGauley Laurie Myths and Mirrors Community Arts Sudbury ON myths@vianet.ca
McGrath Gerona Memorial University St. John's NF geronam@mun.ca 
McGray Robert MSVU Halifax NS r_mcgray@hotmail.com
Moore Paddy Canadian Council on Learning Ottawa ON pmoore@ccl-cca.ca 
Moyneur Elaine DND, CFB Gagetown, Learning and 

Career Centre 
Oromocto NB emoyneur@rogers.com

Mrazek Bernadette PLA Centre Halifax NS bmrazek@placentre.ns.ca
Mullaly Rob Service Canada Fredericton NB robert.mullaly@servicecanada.gc.ca
Mutabazi Simon DNR - Halifax Halifax NS woodlot@gov.ns.ca
Myers Karen University of Toronto Toronto ON karen.myers@utoronto.ca
Ndejuru Rosalie CDEACF Montréal, QC ndejuru@cdeacf.ca
Nevers Suzanne National Adult Literacy Database Inc. Fredericton NB suzanne.frigaultnevers@nald.ca
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O'Donnell Heidi UNB Fredericton NB v3mhw@unb.ca
Parker Anne AlphaPlus Centre Toronto ON aparker@alphaplus.ca
Parsons Cheryl-Anne Human Resources and Social 

Development Canada- WorkPlace Skills 
Branch

Gatineau QC cherylann.parsons@hrsdc-rhdcc.gc.ca

Patterson Heather Mount Allison University Sackville NB hpatters@mta.ca
Paynter Beth n/a Fredericton NB bpaynter@nb.sympatico.ca
Pemik Linda Nunavut Arctic College Arviat NU lpemik@nac.nu.ca 
Percival Anne University of Manitoba Winnipeg MB perciva@ms.umanitoba.ca
Pictou Sherry Bear River First Nation Bear River NS Sherry.pictou@ns.sympatico.ca 
Plumb Donovan Mount Saint Vincent University Halifax NS donovan.plumb@msvu.ca
Poirier Sylvain Collège communautaire du NB Bathurst NB Sylvain.poirier@gnb.ca 
Post Pat University of New Brunswick Fredericton NB ppost@unb.ca
Potter Judith College of Extended Learning, UNB Fredericton ON jpotter@unb.ca 
Pound Glenn Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy Toronto ON glennp@mtml.ca
Price Patricia New Brunswick Community Res. Fredericton NB rickp@fundy.net
Ramsey Charles National Adult Literacy Database (NALD) Fredericton NB ramseyc@nald.ca 
Redmond Lori ALPS Fredericton NB alps@unb.ca
Roy Judy University of New Brunswick Fredericton NB jroy@unb.ca
Rubenson Kjell University of British Columbia Vancouver BC kjell.rubenson@ubc.ca
Russell Colin University of Winnipeg Winnipeg MB c.russell@uwinnipeg.ca

Sangster Derwyn Canadian Labour and Business Centre Ottawa ON d.sangster@clbc.ca
Savoie Rod National Research Council of Canada Moncton NB rod.savoie@nrc.gc.ca
Seymour Peter Department of Post-Secondary Education 

and Training
Woodstock NB peter.seymour@gnb.ca

Sharpe Jim Mount Saint Vincent University Halifax NS jim.sharpe@msvu.ca
Shohet Linda The Centre for Literacy of Quebec Montreal QC lshohet@dawsoncollege.qc.ca
Somerville Joan Laubach Literacy Fredericton Islandview NB Sojoan007@hotmail.com
Spencer Carol Ann UNB Saint John NB cspencer@unbsj.ca 
Squires Natasha Laubach St. John's NF natashaasquires@yahoo.com
Stewart Yvonne Literacy Alberta Sherwood Park AB ystewart@literacyalberta.ca
Tessier Jackie BMO Bank of Montreal Dieppe NB jackie.tessier@bmo.com 
Thomson Sherry NB Power Transmission Fredericton NB sthomson@nbpower.com
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Titus Andrew UNB Art Centre Fredericton NB atitus@unb.ca
Turay Thomas St. Francis Xavier University Antigonish NS tturay@stfx.ca
Tusz-King Margaret Tatamagouche Centre Tatamagouche NS margaret@tatacentre.ca
Van Kleef Joy Canadian Institute for Recognizing 

Learning 
Toronto ON vankleef@sympatico.ca

Vaughan Ann Marie Distance Education and Learning 
Technologies 

St. John's NF avaughan@mun.ca 

Violette Angela Adult Learning and Skills Fredericton NB Angela.violette@gnb.ca
Walsh-Daigle Shaune The Decorators Mill Douglas NB callus@decoratorsmill.com
Williams Rick PRAXIS Research Halifax NS williams@praxisresearch.ns.ca 
Wright Brenda Community Member Bayswater NB belee@nbnet.nb.ca
Wright Cathy CWright Consulting Hampton NB cwright@nb.aibn.com
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